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1X Technologies Coronavirus Update - March 24th

Update on the Evolving Coronavirus Situation from 1X Technologies Cable Company

SHERIDAN, Wyo. - March 24, 2020 - PRLog -- Dear Valued 1X Technologies LLC Customer,

In our initial Coronavirus statement on March 6th, nearly 3 weeks ago, we gave you an update on how our
company taking immediate action.

We were the first wire & cable company to make such a statement, leading early because we knew how fast
this virus could progress.

As the Coronavirus pandemic has grown from the tens to the hundreds to the thousands, to the tens of
thousands here in the United States, we know many of you are looking for an update to how our team at 1X
Technologies is doing. This new coronavirus update is essential to let you know we are all adapting to new
ways of getting work done. We are here to serve you during this health crisis. We want you to know that
you can count on 1X Technologies to supply your wire & cable, even more so, when there is an emergency
like we face together right now.

Specifically, because 1X Technologies Cable Company produces, supplies, and transports electrical wire &
cable we are what is termed by the United States Department of Homeland Security as Essential Critical
Infrastructure. This means we continue operations during any shelter-in-place orders. Currently, we are
serving customers in multiple states with Shelter-in-Place / stay-at-home orders.

This is in addition to being part of the Energy infrastructure, Communications Infrastructure, as well as
being a preferred supplier to the United States Defense Industrial Base means you can count on 1X
Technologies to be open for business during the Coronavirus Pandemic and any other emergency situation
that we should face in the future. You can count on us to supply your electrical and electronic wire & cable
in the face of adversity.

We want you to know that we are taking all the necessary precautions to keep our operation running
successfully and keep everyone healthy. These steps include limiting all non-essential travel, additional
sanitization in the workplace, additional health screening for our team and continuing to practice the
evolving CDC guidelines such as social distancing.

We will continue to provide you with updates as the situation with Covid-19 evolves.

We thank you for your continued partnership and for your patience in the challenging time.

https://youtu.be/9Ay4u7OYOhA
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You can find more information on these critical steps we are taking to combat Coronavirus here:

https://1xtechnologies.com/coronavirus-statement/

Contact
1X Technologies LLC
***@1xtechnologies.com

--- End ---

Source 1X Technologies Cable Company
City/Town Sheridan
State/Province Wyoming
Country United States
Industry Manufacturing
Tags Coronavirus
Link https://prlog.org/12815900
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